
Dear <<Name>>,

There have been some exciting advances in hearing aids lately, both 
in technology and style. If your needs have changed or you’re eager 
to try new features, we’d like to introduce you to the latest behind-
the-ear (BTE) options. 

Meet the new BTE that’s stylish and exceptionally well-connected.  
Today’s behind-the-ear (BTE) styles are smaller and more stylish  
than ever. How is that possible? Thanks to its 312 battery, Unitron’s 
Stride MTM is the smallest BTE in the Discover Next family. (Did we 
mention its award-winning design philosophy that puts users first?) 
And with industry-leading made for all Bluetooth® technology, you 
can pair your hearing aids with your favorite tech to stream media 
and enjoy truly hands-free phone calls1 . 

Reclaim great conversations. 
The latest speech-enhancing technology helps you capture the 
subtle nuances and meaning beyond every word, even in noisy 
environments and with soft voices. 
  
Take it for a test drive.  
How does it sound outside the clinic?  
You can try before you buy with our FLEX:TRIALTM program. 
And if your needs change, FLEX:UPGRADETM means you can upgrade to 
a higher technology level without buying a whole new pair. 

Let’s find the solution that works for you. 
Call us today at XXX-XXX-XXXX to set up your safe, in-person 
consultation. 

Join us for our 

New Technology  
Preview Event
Month XXth–XXth, 2020

Reserve your spot and receive:
• FREE hearing screening

• RISK-FREE 2-week in-home trial
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(XXX) XXX-XXXX

Easy to use.  
Easy to wear. 

1Smartphones and traditional mobile phones with a compatible Bluetooth Hands-Free Profile. 

<<Address 1>>
<<Address 2>>

<<City>>, <<State>> <<Zip>>

Sincerely,

Signature
Provider Name
Title

Get professional hearing care wherever you are,  
whenever you want. 
Can’t make it into the clinic for fine tuning adjustments? We now offer 
remote adjust to give you more choice about how you receive care.
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